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Forbes' Top 200 Ranking! 

RTVTech Office Inaugration

Comprehensive Broker’s Hub

Customizable Pledge Management

As 2023 draws to a close, I am thrilled to share the exciting

developments at Rupeeseed. This year has been marked by

significant milestones, including successful acquisitions and

groundbreaking initiatives. Our commitment to delivering

exceptional solutions is exemplified by the integration of cutting-

edge technologies and the expansion of our service offerings.

We are grateful for your continued trust and partnership. As we

usher in the new year, these advancements position us to provide

even greater value and service to you. Thank you for being an

integral part of Rupeeseed's journey.

Wishing you a joyful holiday season and a prosperous New Year.
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FORBES' TOP 200 RANKING! 

We're proud to share that Rupeeseed
Technology Ventures has earned a coveted
spot among Forbes' top 200 companies,
highlighting our dedication to financial
excellence and innovation in the global
market.

Explore our evolved identity as an end-to-end
trading solution with the new back-office suite
acquisition. Excitingly, 2TradeAsia in the
Philippines has gone live with our platform.
From wealth management to digital onboarding
platforms, our solutions meet the specific needs
of top-tier brokers.

COMPREHENSIVE BROKERS’ HUB

RTV Tech Systems inaugurated at CBD
Belapur with 40 employees. Our subsidiary
focuses on Back Office solutions, featuring
the CLASS Back Office Suite, SPARK, CITRUS
& E-Signer. Advancements await with
experienced industry dignitaries on board!

RTVTECH OFFICE INAUGURATION

Members can now set pledge and un-pledge
time frames for online requests. Furthermore,
they have the option to send allocation
requests for client-accepted shares not re-
pledged to the Clearing Corporation,
enhancing flexibility and efficiency.

CUSTOMIZABLE PLEDGE MANAGEMENT
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YOUR TRADING, YOUR CONTROL -
OPEN API 

Explore the future of trading with the launch
of OPEN API. Perfect for clients looking to
integrate and customize, it opens the door to
a new era of personalized and interactive
trading experiences.

Rupeeseed Tech Monthly Newsletter

At Rupeeseed, we prioritize knowledge as the
driving force behind our success. Committed
to excellence, we ensure our team stays
updated with the latest trends and insights.
These sessions cultivate skills, unity, and
collaboration, propelling us toward collective
success. 

IGNITING EXCELLENCE TOGETHER

Our Halloween celebration was a roaring
success! Employees embraced the spooky spirit,
making it an unforgettable night. It was a
fantastic opportunity to witness the eerie and
fun side of each team member.

THRILLING HALLOWEEN NIGHT AT
RUPEESEED

Our Diwali celebration at Rupeeseed was
ablaze with enthusiasm and vibrant colors! It
was a joyous occasion filled with light, laughter,
and the warmth of our wonderful team coming
together.

DIWALI DELIGHT AT RUPEESEED
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